Seek

®

Bringing people together with ease.
Seek is perfect for multi-purpose spaces where you need a
versatile, beautiful chair that’s ready to work when you are.
Today’s workplace requires more collaboration, and spaces
have to be flexible. So does furniture. Seek conveniently
nests and stacks, opening up your space for new uses
and minimizing the work of organizing, storing, and
allocating seating.

Seek’s minimal footprint and flexible design quickly
transform any area into a comfortable, productive space.
You never have to look far for readily accessible seating
because Seek is adaptable, just like you.

Allsteel

Landscape™ surface: Frosted Glass Panel fabric: Coast Headlands Natural veneer: Dark Rift Oak Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White) Paint: Loft, Platinum, Metallic, Silver
Seating upholstery: Appoint Seating Cherry, Brisa® White Mesh carrier (mesh): Cayenne (Dusk), Titanium (Mist) Frame finish: Polished Aluminum, Silver
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Move to meet your demands.
Seek blends smoothly into a variety of environments. Lightweight and
mobile, it’s ideal for collaborative spaces like meeting and training
rooms, breakout spaces, or areas that serve multiple functions.

Laminate and edge: Amber Cherry Paint: Silver Seating shell: Tangelo Frame finish: Silver

More function
in less space.
Seek chairs nest and stack for high-density
storage, giving you more floor space than
conventional chairs. So you can make
the most of any setting, anytime.

Comfort that works.
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Lean forward or sit back. Seek’s pivoting back and
contoured seat conform to your position, evenly
distributing weight and reducing pressure points.
Innovative comfort moves with you, for as long
as you need it.
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Frost

Summit

Sprout

Surf

Tangelo

Flexible, confident performance.
Seek complements the look of your workspace by giving you a variety
of design options. Combine a black or silver frame with one of eight
contemporary shell colors to enhance your aesthetics. Specify the
features that work best for your space. With Seek, it’s simple to
coordinate style while maximizing function.

Chairs are available with arms or armless to fit your
space and style of work. Choose a polymer back or
mesh back and a polymer seat or cushioned seat.

Cayenne

Brownstone

Onyx

Seek chairs are lightweight,
mobile, and ready to move
with casters or glides.

Optional mesh back lets air
flow through for refreshing
comfort even during extended
periods of sitting.

Laminate (edge): Pewter Mesh (Fossil)
Paint: Silver
Seating shell: Surf
Frame finish: Silver

Seat cushion models are
available in fabric, vinyl, or
leather for added comfort.
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Lengthy training sessions shouldn’t mean hours of discomfort. Seek is designed
to move with the body and minimize pressure points, so no matter how you sit
or how long you stay, you remain comfortable.
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Seek Statement of Line
MULTI-PURPOSE
MESH-BACK CHAIR
Arms
K-MUGO
K-MPGO
K-MUCO
K-MPCO

Armless
K-MUGA
K-MPGA
K-MUCA
K-MPCA

MULTI-PURPOSE
POLYMER-BACK CHAIR
Arms
K-PUGO
K-PPGO
K-PUCO
K-PPCO

Armless
K-PUGA
K-PPGA
K-PUCA
K-PPCA

U = Upholstered Seat
P = Polymer Seat

Overall Dimensions (Arms)

H 35½"

W 28"

D 22"

Overall Dimensions (Armless)

H 35½"

W 23¾"

D 22"

Seat Dimensions

H 19"

W 18"

D 17¼"

Back Dimensions

H 19"

W 19½"

Arm Dimensions

H 87/8"

W 23"

Lumbar Dimension

H 9½"

Back-to-Seat Angle

95º-103º

Overall Dimensions (Arms)

H 35½"

W 28"

D 22"

Overall Dimensions (Armless)

H 35½"

W 231/4"

D 22"
D 171/4"

Seat Dimensions

H 19"

W 18"

Back Dimensions

H 19"

W 19½"
W 23"

Arm Dimensions

H 8 7/8"

Lumbar Dimension

H 81/2"

Back-to-Seat Angle

92°-100°

D 12¼"

D 121/4"

G = Glides
C = Casters

Learn more about Seek
Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffice.com.
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.
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This FSC-certified paper
contains 10% post-consumer
recycled content.
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Allsteel and Seek are registered trademarks
and Landscape is a trademark. Brisa is a
registered trademark of Ultrafabrics, LLC.
Indoor Advantage is a trademark of SCS Global
Services. level is a registered trademark of
BIFMA International.

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
Seek is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2
certified product.

